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Abstract: We investigate the impact of the growth conditions of AlGaAsSb cladding layers on the properties of interband cascade lasers (ICLs). For an optimized structure emitting at 3.3 µm, we achieve an internal quantum efficiency of 65% per stage in good agreement with conventional ICL using InAs/AlSb superlattice cladding layers, in spite of internal losses of 15 cm⁻¹ due to higher optical losses in the n-type AlGaAsSb alloys. Finally, we report a narrow ridge ICL emitting at 3.33 µm operating in continuous wave up to 80°C that produces 1 mW/uncoated facet at 80°C, 10 mW at 40°C and more than 12 mW at 20°C.
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1. Introduction

The 3-5 µm wavelength range is of high interest for spectroscopy applications. The strong light absorption by hydrocarbons and other atmospheric pollutant gases, concomitantly with the high-transmissivity of water make this mid-infrared (MIR) spectral window very attractive for environmental monitoring. High-performance semiconductor lasers suitable for Tunable Diode Laser Absorption Spectroscopy (TDLAS) emitting in the MIR are then a key enabling technology for these applications, as well as for free-space communications and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) in this atmospheric window [1–4]. Over the last decade, significant progress in Interband Cascade Lasers (ICLs) [5,6] has allowed them to firmly bridge the gap between quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [7,8] and GaSb-based type–I laser diodes [9,10]. Furthermore, their current performance make them very attractive for the development of portable and small footprint optical sensors for in-field applications. Indeed, ICLs exhibit low threshold current density and overall low-power consumption while maintaining an ability to generate high optical powers in continuous wave (CW) regime at room temperature (RT) and above [11–13].

To achieve such performance, the typical ICL design relies on an active region based on cascaded type-II “W” InAs/GaInSb quantum wells (QWs) [14] separated by hole and electron injectors, embedded between cladding layers made of InAs/AlSb superlattices (SLs) [15]. Although these SLs offer excellent electrical conductivity, they exhibit three drawbacks compared to bulk AlGaAsSb cladding layers, namely a relatively high refractive index (n~3.4), a low thermal conductivity and a complex growth. Indeed, contrary to type-I GaSb laser diodes emitting in the 2 to 3.6 µm range which exploit Al-rich AlGaAsSb cladding layers (n~3.3) [16], the SL-baring laser diodes show reduced optical confinement and thereby require thicker epitaxial stacks to successfully operate [12,17]. Furthermore, the laser thermal management is detrimentally affected by the thermal conductivity of InAs/AlSb superlattices (3 W/m.K) which is smaller than that of Al₀.5Ga₀.5AsSb (7 W/m.K) [18,19] and which can even be further affected by their multiple interface heat resistance. Finally, the epitaxial growth of the SL structures requires more than a thousand cell shutter actuations which not only contribute to the accelerated aging of parts of the epitaxy equipment but also require a careful growth control of the InAs/AlSb
interfaces which do not share any common atom [20]. On the contrary, the epitaxial growth of AlGaAsSb cladding layers by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is well mastered, as already demonstrated for GaSb-based diode lasers emitting between 1.55 µm and 3.7 µm [21,22,23]. The above-mentioned arguments suggest that ICLs including AlGaAsSb cladding layers would be amenable to deliver improved laser performance. However, the optimal temperature for the MBE growth of such Al-rich AlGaAsSb is typically above 500 °C [24] whereas we have found that “W” type-II QWs should be grown at around 435 °C to achieve both high crystalline quality and photoluminescence (PL) efficiency at RT, similarly to the results obtained by others [25]. This large optimal temperature difference unambiguously requires a compromise to get high performance lasers. Indeed, it has been demonstrated successfully that AlGaAsSb alloys can be used as cladding layers of ICLs [17]. In this latter reference, the two claddings were grown at 500 °C and authors demonstrated ICL with threshold current density of 220 A/cm² and CW operation up to 45 °C with an emission at 3.4 µm. One can notice, that the active structure was similar to the References 12 and 26 using AlSb/InAs SL as cladding layer which emit between 3.6 and 3.8 µm with threshold current density below 150 A/cm². The performance degradation in comparison to ICL with SL cladding layer was attributed possibly to the separate confinement layer thickness and growth conditions.

In this paper, we report a detailed investigation on the impact of the growth conditions of the top AlGaAsSb cladding layer on the performance of broad-area and narrow-stripe ICLs.

2. Structure design and MBE growth optimization

In this work, different sets of ICLs whose cladding layers are made of Al₀.₈₅Ga₀.₁₅As₀.₀₇Sb₀.₉₃ lattice matched to GaSb are studied. The optimal temperature for the MBE growth of such Al-rich AlGaAsSb is typically above 500 °C [24]. Albeit, we have found that “W” type-II QWs should be grown around 435 °C to achieve both high crystalline quality and photoluminescence (PL) efficiency at RT, similarly as the results obtained in [25]. This large temperature difference between the optimal growth conditions of the cladding layer material and the underlying active region triggered the present study of the influence of the growth temperature of the top cladding layer on the ICL overall crystalline quality and laser performance. To investigate this matter, we grew four ICLs structures using different growth temperatures for the top cladding layer.

The epitaxial structure, displayed on Fig. 1, consists of a separate confinement heterostructure (SCH) active region surrounded by (2.8-µm-thick bottom and 2-µm-thick top) Al₀.₈₅Ga₀.₁₅As₀.₀₇Sb₀.₉₃ cladding layers n-doped at 5.10¹⁷ cm⁻³. This stack is inserted between the n-contact (300-nm GaSb/20-nm InAs) layers on the top side and a 100 nm-thick n-type graded (from GaSb to Al₀.₈₅Ga₀.₁₅As₀.₀₇Sb₀.₉₃) layer on the bottom side. The active gain region of the studied ICL structures comprises 7 QW/injectors stacked stages similarly to the design in [26], except for minor changes in the layer thickness of the layers to adjust the emission to the target wavelength of 3.3 µm. The layer sequence used here is as follows: 2.5 nm AlSb/1.5 nm InAs/3.0 nm Gaₐ₀.₆₅Inₐ₀.₃₅Sb/1.4 nm InAs/1.0 nm AlSb/3.0 nm GaSb/1.0 nm AlSb/4.5 nm GaSb/2.5 nm AlSb/4.2 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/3.2 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/2.5 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/2.0 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/1.7 nm InAs/1.2 nm AlSb/1.5 nm InAs, where the four inner InAs layers of the electron injector are n-doped at 4.5 10¹⁸ cm⁻³. This active region is inserted between 400-nm-thick GaSb layers slightly n-doped at 5.10¹⁶ cm⁻³ to reduce the free carrier optical losses [28]. The ICL wafers were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in a RIBER Compact 21E solid source system equipped with As- and Sb-valved cracker cells. The growths were performed on 2-inch (100)-oriented n-type GaSb substrates. The growth temperature was monitored with a calibrated optical pyrometer on a GaSb substrate using the (1 × 3) to (2 × 5) surface reconstruction [27]. After thermal de-oxidation at 550 °C under Sb flux, the temperature was ramped down to 500 °C to grow the n-doped GaSb buffer and the lower cladding layer. During the growth of the bottom-SCH the substrate temperature was ramped down to 435 °C for the growth of the active
region. Next, during the growth of the 400-nm-thick n-type GaSb upper-SCH, the temperature was ramped up to the temperature chosen for the top cladding quaternary layer. For this study, four different structures were grown with substrate growth temperatures of the top cladding layers respectively of 490°C, 475°C, 460°C and 435°C.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the ICL structure with two AlGaAsSb cladding layers.

The crystalline quality of the structures was assessed by high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) measurements using a PANalytical X’Pert3 MRD equipped with a PIXcel1D linear detector, an X-ray tube delivering the CuKα1 radiation and a four-bounce asymmetric Ge (2 2 0) monochromator. The experimental ω-2θ patterns measured on the (004) reflection for these four structures are shown on Fig. 2 together with the simulation of the intended ICL structures. The cladding layers are lattice matched except for the one grown at the lower temperature due to a lower As incorporation. The diffractograms of each sample exhibit a series of satellite peaks up to the 16th order arising from the ICL active regions’ periodicity. The slight shift of the satellite peaks toward tensile strain when the top cladding layer temperature increases could be explained by the intermixing of the InSb bonds with respect of the AlAs bonds which are present at the interfaces.

The inset in Fig. 2 displays the full width half maximum (FWHM) averaged of the 10 satellite peaks closest to the substrate. The narrower satellite peaks are achieved for the samples grown at the lowest temperature which indicates more homogeneous interfaces within the interband cascade active region. The thickness of the ICL active region extracted from the angle separation between the satellite peaks is 41 nm for all the samples, in good agreement with the 41.5 nm target value.

To compare the lasing properties of the four structures, we fabricated broad-area 100-µm-wide ridge lasers. Ti-Au top-contact stripes were first deposited and served as a hard mask for the subsequent chlorine-based inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) of the mesas down to the bottom cladding layer. Then, the GaSb substrate backside is thinned down to 200 µm and coated with an Pd/AuGeNi back contact layer by sputtering deposition. The processed wafers were then cleaved to form 2-mm-long Fabry-Perot lasers that were mounted epi-side up onto a copper heatsink using indium solder. No passivation or insulation layers nor facet coatings were used.

The four structures were characterized under pulsed electrical injection (100 ns pulses, 1 kHz repetition rate) at 25°C. The Fig. 3(a) shows the typical light-current characteristics of these four ICLs, whereas Fig. 3(b) displays the associated emission spectra (at I = 1.1 Ith). As suggested above, these data highlight a clear correlation between the laser performance and the growth temperature of the top cladding layers of the structures.
**Fig. 2.** $\omega-2\theta$ HRXRD scans at the (0 0 4) reflection for the ICL structures with top cladding layers grown at different temperatures and simulation of the targeted ICL. Inset: Evolution of the average FWHM value of the satellite peaks versus the substrate growth temperature of the top cladding layers.

**Fig. 3.** Electro-optical properties of 100 $\mu$m x 2 mm ICLs with top cladding layers respectively grown at 490°C (red), 475°C (purple), 460°C (green) and 435°C (blue). (a) Laser emission spectra. (b) Light-current characteristics in pulsed injection regime.

For the laser whose top cladding layer was grown at the conventional AlGaAsSb substrate growth temperature of 490°C, the threshold current density $J_{th}$ is 690 A/cm$^2$ and the laser emission wavelength is around 2.98 $\mu$m. We then observe a clear redshift of the emission wavelength and an improvement in the performance of the lasers as the upper cladding layer growth temperature decreases. When the latter is 435°C, the threshold current density decreases down to 220 A/cm$^2$ while the emission wavelength shifts up to 3.3 $\mu$m, the target wavelength. This performance is comparable to the best threshold current densities obtained with state-of-the-art ICLs with a similar emission wavelength but based on the usual AlSb/InAs cladding layers ($\sim$ 150-200 A/cm$^2$) [6].
Figure 4 summarizes the evolution of the threshold current density and emission wavelength with the growth temperature of the top cladding layer. The threshold current density increases linearly with the growth temperature.

![Graph showing the evolution of the threshold current density and emission wavelength with the growth temperature.](image)

**Fig. 4.** Evolution of the threshold current density and emission wavelength with the growth temperature of the top cladding layer.

3. Impact of intermixing on wavelength emission

The performance degradation for the high temperatures is accompanied by a decrease in the emission wavelength that levels off at about 3 µm above 470°C. We attribute the latter observation to intermixing that occurs at the numerous InAs/AlSb and InAs/GaInSb interfaces of the active region. Such behavior has already been reported for “W” QWs active zones grown at different temperatures [29]. However, in the present case, we demonstrate that the growth temperature of the layers above the IC active region also affects the performance of the laser. We show in Figs. 5 the band diagram and the energy position of electron and whole levels of the “W” QWs calculated using the Nextnano software [30].

![Band diagrams showing the energy position of electron and whole levels of the type-II “W” AlSb/InAs/GaInSb/InAs/AlSb QW used in the ICL, without (a), with 0.5 nm (b) and 1 nm (c) broad intermixing at the interfaces.](image)

**Fig. 5.** Calculated band alignment and wavefunction of the type-II “W” AlSb/InAs/GaInSb/InAs/AlSb QW used in the ICL, without (a), with 0.5 nm (b) and 1 nm (c) broad intermixing at the interfaces.

In the structure with sharp interfaces, the transition energy corresponds to the emission wavelength of 3.3 µm. Assuming a 0.5 nm and 1-nm broadening of the interfaces [31] due to the intermixing leads to a shift of the quantum levels within the QWs that results in an emission wavelength of 3.11 µm and 3 µm, respectively. This is consistent with the data measured in the
lasers whose top cladding layer was grown at high temperature. In addition, we believe that intermixing also affects the injector regions thus modifying their band structure, which results in decreasing injection efficiency and high threshold current density. This effect is probably also combined with the observation that threshold current density increases in ICL at shorter wavelength [6].

4. ICL performance analysis

The epitaxial structure with the top cladding grown at a substrate temperature of 435°C was cleaved to form 2-mm-, 3-mm- and 4-mm-long cavities which were then characterized to determine the internal quantum efficiency ($\eta_i$) and internal losses ($\alpha_i$). The measurements were performed in pulsed regime (300 ns/100 kHz) at 25°C. The optical power was measured with a powermeter placed in front of the ICL in order to maximize the collected output light. Figure 6 presents typical characteristics of the 2-mm-long lasers. The I-V curve shows a threshold voltage of 3.8 V which exceeds the theoretical value by only 1.2 V corresponding to a high voltage efficiency of 68%. The series resistance is in the range of 1-2 ohms, comparable with published results on ICLs emitting in the same wavelength range [12,13,17].

![Fig. 6. Pulsed (300 ns/100 KHz) light-current-voltage characteristic of a 2-mm-long 100-µm-wide laser at 25°C.](image)

The reciprocal differential external quantum efficiency ($\eta_d$) is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the laser length. From the well-known relation $\eta_d = \eta_i / [1 + \alpha_i L / \ln(1/R)]$, where L is the cavity length and R is the facet reflectivity (R = 0.31), the value of $\eta_i$ and $\alpha_i$ are extracted to be 65% per stage and 15 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. The $\eta_i$ value is close to those reported for ICLs with AlSb/InAs claddings whereas $\alpha_i$ is higher than the values typically measured on ICLs [26,32]. The origin of this high internal loss is not well understood and could be due to a stronger absorption in the n-type Al$_{0.85}$Ga$_{0.15}$As$_{0.06}$Sb$_{0.94}$ cladding layers than in devices with superlattice claddings. Indeed, the Te-doped AlSb presents a strong absorption between 3 and 4 µm since Te is considered to act as a shallow donor [33,34]. A thicker GaSb SCH layer could be employed to reduce the overlap between the optical mode and the cladding layers and thus to decrease the waveguide loss [12,35]. This excess losses could also arise from the oxidation of the laser sidewall which are not protected in our process.
5. Ridge ICL processing and performance

To achieve CW operation and to perform a more application-relevant assessment of the laser performance, narrow ridge lasers were fabricated using the laser structure with the lower top cladding temperature using the following process flow. First, ridges of different widths between 5 and 10 µm were patterned using an SPR700 photoresist. The mesas were subsequently dry etched using ICP-RIE technique with a BCl$_3$-Cl$_2$-Ar chemistry down to the middle of the bottom SCH layer to avoid the oxidation of the bottom AlGaAsSb cladding layer before dielectric layer deposition. The ridges were then encapsulated using a Si$_3$N$_4$/SiO$_2$ bi-layer deposited by ICP-PECVD. Window openings in these top insulating layers to enable the deposition of Ti:Au top contacts were made using an additional lithographic step and a CF$_4$-based ICP-RIE etching.

As for the broad-area lasers, the GaSb substrate was thinned and coated with an Pd/AuGeNi back contact. The processed wafer was then cleaved and a set of laser chips were mounted epi-side down on a copper heatsink for electro-optical characterization. Optical facets were left untreated.

Figure 8 shows the L-I-V curve of a 7 µm x 2 mm ridge laser. CW operation was achieved with this device up to a heat sink temperature as high as 80°C. The maximum output power could not be measured for mount temperatures lower than 60°C because our power supply was limited to 8V and the thermal roll-over was not reached, but it exceeds 12 mW/uncoated facet and 10 mW at 20°C and 40°C, respectively. About 1 mW/uncoated facet was still measured at 80°C (Fig. 8). The I-V curve exhibits a turn voltage of 4 V and a serial resistance of 5 Ω. In comparison with the above-reported broad area ICLs, this lower performance is attributed to the etching of the InAs top contact layer during the process and the fact that Ti:Au contacts on n-doped GaSb tend to lead to Schottky contacts [36] which, in turn, increase the turn-on voltage and series resistance.

Nevertheless, the threshold current was as low as 40 mA at 20°C, equivalent to 286 A/cm$^2$, slightly higher that the pulsed value measured for the broad-area lasers, an expected degradation imposed by the excess ridge-roughness-related losses and the increased thermal load. Between 20°C and 80°C, the temperature dependence of the threshold current gives a characteristic temperature $T_0$ = 50 K up to 65°C and 25 K between 65°C and 80°C. This value is comparable to that of ICLs with AlSb/InAs cladding layers [12].
Fig. 8. CW light-current-voltage curves at different temperatures between 20°C and 80°C from a 7 µm ridge width and 2 mm long cavity ICL with AlGaAsSb cladding layers.

Finally, Fig. 9 shows the emission spectra of this laser measured at 25°C, 40°C and 55°C. The spectra reveals multimode operation and a peak emission wavelength increasing from 3.33 µm at 25°C to 3.41 µm at 55°C with a rate of about 2.6 nm/K, a value adapted to gas spectroscopy.

Fig. 9. CW laser emission spectra taken at 150 mA at different temperatures (25°C, 40°C and 55°C).

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have reported ICLs employing AlGaAsSb bulk cladding layers instead of the commonly used InAs/AlSb superlattice claddings. We have demonstrated the positive effect of low growth temperature for the upper cladding quaternary layer on the ICL performance. When the top cladding layer is grown at a temperature exceeding the growth temperature of the active region, a significant increase of the threshold current densities is observed whereas the emission wavelength is blue-shifted. This variation is attributed to the intermixing that occurs at the numerous interfaces within the active region during the growth of the top cladding layer.
For the optimized ICLs a threshold current density as low as 220 A/cm² was obtained for broad area lasers in pulsed regime. The lasers exhibit internal quantum efficiency of 65% per active stage. The internal loss was found to be 15 cm⁻¹ and could be attributed to the absorption in the Te-doped AlGaAsSb layer and sidewall oxidation. CW operation near 3.35 μm has been achieved for narrow stripe 7-μm-wide lasers mounted epi-side down up to a temperature of 80°C without facet coating. This work shows that AlGaAsSb cladding layers grown under optimized conditions can be successfully used to fabricate high performance ICLs.
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